ICZ AND PCZ/ACZ DRIP CONTROL ZONE KITS

**Durable and Convenient Control Zone Kits Designed for Commercial Site Conditions**

**ICZ Drip Control Zone Kit:** For the demanding low flow requirements of commercial job sites, Hunter’s ICZ Drip Control Zone Kit is here. This convenient all-in-one kit, offers the superior performance of the Hunter ICV valve with Filter Sentry along with a stainless steel filter and high flow pressure regulator. Because the kit includes pressure regulation that ensures a consistent 25 or 40 PSI, the ICZ makes it possible to accommodate drip needs in an environment where it would normally be difficult to do so. With everything pre-assembled and water tested, the ICZ provides a hassle-free way to install drip zones on commercial jobs.

**PCZ/ACZ Drip Control Zone Kits:** These pre-assembled kits bring together the popular PGV valve with both a filter and a pressure regulator, providing you with a complete control zone. The PGV valve features high-grade material construction, including a bonnet made of reinforced glass-filled nylon. Rounding out the kits elements are a stainless steel filter screen, flush cap and pressure regulator to maintain a consistent 25 or 40 PSI. To save both time and labor use the ACZ kit to meet your anti-siphon needs.

Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com or contact your local Sales Manager.
Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion for innovation and engineering is built into everything we do, it is our commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep you in the Hunter family of customers for years to come.
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